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#Make me a sandwich  
 
On the wall   
was a list of rules  
we had to learn  
off by heart, recite them  
in socks, live by them   
in pantyhose  
 
Using these rules   
should have taken my life   
to new heights. I started   
with an interesting title  
to hook the reader in  
used good grammar   
and spelling, adding  
 
a bit of magic early on,   
twisting balloon giraffes,  
inspecting ice holes  
waiting for the seal to   
gasp. I did research,  
learning that taxidermists   
prefer the term mounting   
over stuffing, made  
cinnamon oysters, got wet  
tea towel burns  
 
My whole life I hinted, 
added nuance, hid clues   
in the third drawer  
down and in hot water   
for the smoke to rise in letters   
that spell out my truth.   
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I sold secrets in the souk,  
between piles of turmeric and cumin,  
stuck notes like grillchecks   
on a narwal horn,  
drummed my nails against the harbour   
wall in a king tide and   
followed the march   
of the lemon ants.  
 
followed the rules  
 
Today though   
with the whistle   
of a blue whale   
vibrating your vision  
with the aural bullet train   
before the earthquake  
with the tiny snuffle   
of a newborn firstborn  
with full mouthed,   
hawking phlegm   
with untuned bagpipe   
drones in A&E  
with the rural volunteer fire crew   
in high summer and the daughters   
of the river god, Achelous  
 
I am telling you  
 
that I don’t think your step by step rules   
made me write a very good story  
And so I'm going to write my own. 
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